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QUESTION 1

An Avaya customer with a large contact center is IP enabling their S87xx and will allow 25 users to work from home via
IP Agent in the Telecommuter mode. What is the minimum hardware required in the S87xx to provide this application? 

A. one CLAN board only 

B. one Media Processor board only 

C. one CLAN and one Media Processor board 

D. no hardware is required, only software. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

In a distributed S87xx Media Server system with G650 Media Gateways in 3 port networks, what is the distance concern
with the TDM cable length? 

A. Due to the length of the TDM cable, the slack must be coiled and secured to the back of the PN. 

B. The TDM cable can be ordered to custom fit the system. The designer must know the PN to G650 layout. 

C. If the incorrect cable length attribute is chosen, it will not allow the associated G650s to connect to the PN. 

D. Due to its limited length, each G650 of a PN must be co-located in the same 19 inch data rack as the rest of the PN. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Your Customer wants to have a Call Center environment with IP Telephones, they want to have the maximum
reliability/survivability you can offer. Which of the following you will recommend? 

A. S8500 with duplicated IPSI, duplicated media processors and duplicated C-LANS. 

B. S87XX with duplicated G650, duplicated IPSI\\'s, duplicated media processors, duplicated C- LANS and duplicated
control networks. 

C. S87XX with one G650, duplicated IPSI\\'s, duplicated media processors, duplicated C-LANS and duplicated control
networks. 

D. S8300 LSP with a G450. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4
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An RFP for a Interactive Voice Response (IVR) unit and mid-sized communication system has been released. You are
responsible for determining the design solution. The RFP states that the IVR platform must be engineered to handle 135
25-second messages during the busy hour. You calculate this requirement to equal 47 ports. What is the impact to
traffic to the IVR if you provide the ports directly from the Central Office to the IVR via ISDN PRI verses bringing it into
the S87xx, then accessing the IVR? 

A. The customer incoming traffic is replicated on the S87xx. 

B. Calls direct to the IVR cannot access database information. 

C. Many calls may be handled on the IVR, completing to a live extension only after exhausting the IVR options. 

D. The calls access the IVR whether through the switch or direct to the IVR. There is no appreciable traffic impact. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Several Avaya G700 Media Gateways controlled by an Avaya S8300 Media Server have been proposed to a multi-
location customer. The customer has an existing WAN and has expressed concern about backup if the primary S8300
Media Server fails. Which is the best option to provide increased survivability? 

A. a separate WAN link to each site 

B. a dedicated survivable G350 LSP 

C. an LSP implemented on a remote location G700 

D. an LSP at the main location on the same G700 where the S8300 resides 

Correct Answer: C 
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